Purpose: People with macular degeneration (MD) often read slowly even with adequate magnification to compensate for acuity loss. Oculomotor deficits may affect reading in MD, but cannot fully explain the substantial reduction in reading speed. Central-field loss (CFL) is often a consequence of macular degeneration, necessitating the use of peripheral vision for reading. We hypothesized that slower temporal processing of visual patterns in peripheral vision is a factor contributing to slow reading performance in MD patients.
Introduction
Reading is one of the activities most adversely affected by central field loss (CFL). The leading cause of low vision in developed countries is age-related macular degeneration (AMD) which often results in loss of central vision. Currently, 1.75 million Americans have AMD and this number will reach nearly 3 million by the year 2020 (Friedman et al., 2004) . Because of the significant increase in the prevalence of AMD and the importance of reading in daily life (Lindblad & Clemons, 2005) , it is important to investigate the factors limiting reading performance in people with CFL. It is hoped that a better understanding of these factors will lead to improved methods for reading rehabilitation.
People with CFL use para-central retina rather than the non-functioning central retina for reading. In this paper, ''peripheral retina '' and ''peripheral vision'' refer reading literature (e.g. Chung, Mansfield, & Legge, 1998; Higgins, Arditi, & Knoblauch, 1996; Latham & Whitaker, 1996; Legge, 2007) . Even when adequate magnification compensates for acuity loss in peripheral vision, people with CFL usually read more slowly than people with normal vision (NV) Legge, Ross, Isenberg, & LaMay, 1992; Whittaker & Lovie-Kitchin, 1993) . In this study, we focus on slow pattern processing as a possible factor limiting reading speed in people with CFL. We operationalize processing speed in terms of the time required for accurate letter recognition. Before discussing temporal processing, we briefly comment on impaired oculomotor control and shrinkage of the visual span as other factors potentially contributing to slow reading in the presence of CFL.
The use of peripheral vision as a consequence of a central scotoma increases the latency of saccades (White & Bedell, 1990; Whittaker, Cummings, & Swieson, 1991) , the frequency of undershoots of saccades (McMahon, Hansen, & Viana, 1991) , and the frequency of saccades (Rubin & Turano, 1994) . Rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) of text minimizes the need for eye movements by presenting words sequentially at the same location in the display, one word at a time for a fixed duration. RSVP would be expected to facilitate reading in CFL patients if oculomotor demands limit their reading performance. However, reading speeds of CFL patients increase only slightly (Rubin & Turano, 1994) or not at all (Bowers, Woods, & Peli, 2004) with RSVP compared to conventional page reading. Although good oculomotor control is important in reading, these findings suggest that oculomotor deficits cannot fully account for the reading difficulties of CFL patients. As a consequence of poor oculomotor control in peripheral vision, fixation stability is significantly impaired (McMahon et al., 1991) . Decline in fixation stability has been shown to have a deleterious effect on reading speed in CFL patients (Crossland, Culham, & Rubin, 2004; Whittaker, Budd, & Cummings, 1988) .
The visual span is the number of characters on a line of text that can be recognized reliably without moving the eyes (Legge, Ahn, Klitz, & Luebker, 1997) . Reduction of the size of the visual span is another possible explanation for slow reading performance in CFL patients. One method for measuring the visual span involves having subjects recognize strings of three horizontally arranged letters (trigrams) briefly presented at designated letter positions left and right of the midline. Visual span profiles are plots of letter-recognition accuracy as a function of letter position (Legge, Mansfield, & Chung, 2001) . Legge et al. (2001) found that visual-span profiles became smaller in normal peripheral vision, contracting from a width of about 10 letters in central vision to 1.71 letters at 15°in the lower visual field. Their findings are consistent with the idea that shrinkage in visual span size is a factor contributing to slower reading speed in normal peripheral vision. They suggested that reduction in visual span could be a major factor explaining the reading deficits of people with CFL.
We now turn to temporal processing. Factors limiting the time course of pattern processing in normal peripheral vision could be associated with different anatomical sites in the visual pathway. For example, processing speed could be limited by either early retino-cortical properties such as neural latency or by high-level aspects of visual pattern recognition (possibly in the extrastriate visual pathway), or even by non-visual linguistic processes. We believe the temporal differences studied in this paper are visual in nature, since there is evidence that non-visual linguistic processing is the same for stimuli presented to central and peripheral vision (Lee, Legge, & Ortiz, 2003) . Some measures of visual performance, presumed to depend on low-level visual mechanisms, imply faster processing in peripheral vision (Carrasco, McElree, Denisova, & Giordano, 2003; Rovamo, Leinonen, Laurinen, & Virsu, 1984; Tyler, 1985 Tyler, , 1987 . For example, Carrasco et al. (2003) reported faster temporal processing of Gabor patches at 9°than at 4°w
hile Tyler (1985 Tyler ( , 1987 reported faster temporal processing of flickering targets in peripheral retina compared with fovea. Conversely, measures of letter, digit and word recognition performance, potentially limited by higher-level visual processes, imply slower processing in the peripheral visual field (Babkoff, Genser, & Hegge, 1985; Seiple, Holopigian, Shnayder, & Szlyk, 2001; Strasburger, Harvey, & Rentschler, 1991; Williams & Lefton, 1982) . Legge et al. (2001) compared visual-span profiles for different exposure durations at several eccentricities of NV subjects and found that profiles in peripheral vision required longer exposure times to reach their full size than in central vision.
1 This difference implies slower temporal processing of letter information in normal peripheral vision. In addition to slower letter recognition, Lee and colleagues (2003) reported that word recognition (lexical access) was also slower in peripheral vision than central vision, because of slower visual front-end temporal processing.
The foregoing evidence for slower word and letter recognition in normal peripheral vision provides a basis for hypothesizing that these factors could be a contributor to slow reading in patients with CFL 2 (Chung et al., 1998; Legge et al., 1997) . It is also possible that retinal pathology associated with macular degeneration (MD) contributes to an additional degradation of the processing speed beyond the slow down observed in normal peripheral retina.
We measured letter-recognition accuracy as a function of temporal duration for trigrams centered on the fixation point. For people with CFL, this fixation point is typically outside the central scotoma at a retinal location commonly termed the ''preferred retinal locus'' (PRL) (Timberlake et al., 1986) . We measured the stimulus duration required 1 Exposure durations of approximately 50 and 125 ms were required to achieve the full size of visual spans at central and 20°inferior visual field, respectively.
2 Legge et al. (1997) used the term ''prolonged viewing'' to refer to the extra time possibly required by peripheral vision to achieve letter or word recognition. to achieve 80% letter recognition and defined this as the temporal threshold. We used the temporal threshold as a measure of visual processing speed, in people with MD at their PRL and compared these thresholds to the corresponding thresholds of age-matched controls in central and peripheral vision. We considered two possibilities: (1) MD subjects might exhibit a slow-down in temporal processing roughly comparable to normal peripheral vision, or (2) they might show a more severe deficit in temporal processing associated with concomitant effects of their ocular pathology. We further asked whether changes in temporal thresholds were associated with reduced reading speeds.
Methods

Subjects
Fifteen subjects with mild to moderate forms of MD (mean age 75.8 ± 9.0 years) were recruited from the Visual Rehabilitation Center of the University of Minnesota and Vision Loss Resources (Minneapolis, MN). All MD subjects had functionally useful reading vision and acuity of 20/400 or better, but reported difficulties in reading. We excluded MD patients with more severe reading or acuity deficits in order (1) to study subjects who continue to read visually; (2) so that RSVP reading words, magnified to exceed the critical print size, would fit on the display screen; and (3) so that central scotomas would not extend far beyond 10°from the fovea. Thirteen subjects had a primary ocular diagnosis of AMD, and two had early onset forms of macular degeneration (one had retinal cone dystrophy, and one had Doyne's honeycomb retinal dystrophy). The latter two subjects exhibited no major differences from the AMD subjects and were retained in the MD group. An age-matched NV group of 5 subjects (mean age 74.8 ± 7.4 years), each with visual acuity of 20/25 or better and no reported eye disease was recruited. Vision measures for each subject are summarized in Table 1 .
Subjects with self-reported physical limitations (e.g. orthopedic), poor general health, cognitive, or neurological problems were excluded. Each subject was screened with the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) . Only subjects with no cognitive impairment, those having a MMSE score of 25 or above were included (Launer, Dinkgreve, Jonker, Hooijer, & Lindeboom, 1993) . All subjects were native English speakers and gave signed informed consent to their participation. The study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the University of Minnesota Institutional Review Board.
Procedure
Vision assessments
Except as indicated below for the tangent field measurements, all vision testing was conducted binocularly. Distance visual acuity with habitual spectacle prescription was measured with a Lighthouse Distance Acuity Chart (Kitchin & Bailey, 1981) with background luminance of 120 cd/m 2 . Maximum reading speed and critical print size (CPS), the smallest print size yielding maximum reading speed, were measured with the MNREAD Acuity Chart (Mansfield, Ahn, Legge, & Leubker, 1993) with background luminance of 95 cd/m 2 and with appropriate refractive correction. The CPS estimated from the MNREAD Acuity Chart was used as a guide for the print sizes to be used in RSVP testing (see below). Letter contrast sensitivity was measured using the Pelli-Robson Chart at 1 m, scored on a per letter basis (Elliott, Bullimore, & Bailey, 1991; Pelli, Robson, & Wilkins, 1988) . Monocular (for left and right eyes) and binocular central visual fields were measured using a 5 mm white target on a tangent screen at 1 m for the MD subjects fixating on a large letter E (20/150 or 20/300) with their PRL (Henson, 1993) . This method for field measurement is recommended by Lovie-Kitchin and Whittaker (1998) for obtaining a rough estimate of the size and location of the scotoma relative to the PRL. Subjects were instructed and constantly reminded to use their habitual fixation (central or eccentric) steadily during the field measurement (Lovie- Kitchin & Whittaker, 1998) . Binocular central visual field loss was quantified in degrees (in horizontal and vertical meridians) and steradians as the solid angle subtended by the scotoma (Lovie- Kitchin, Mainstone, Robinson, & Brown, 1990; Weleber & Tobler, 1986) , and categorized into four quadrants: superior, inferior, left and right, according to location relative to fixation. Although no physiological blind spot could be mapped during binocular viewing, we used the shift of the physiological blind spot identified in the better eye to estimate the PRL location. Kabanarou and Rubin (2006) reported that reading performance with binocular viewing is highly correlated with measures taken with the better eye.
Temporal thresholds
Visual processing speed was studied by measuring letter-recognition accuracy for trigrams (strings of three randomly selected letters) at fixation for a range of exposure times. Trigrams rather than words were used as stimuli, permitting the assessment of letter recognition in the presence of flanking stimuli, similar to reading, with minimal influence of lexical knowledge and oculomotor factors.
Letters were rendered in lower case Courier font and presented as black letters on a white background with contrast of 90% and background luminance of 90 cd/m 2 . Letter size was determined individually for the MD subjects as twice the CPS 3 from the RSVP reading assessment (see below). A letter size of 0.5°(0.78 logMAR) was used for NV subjects in central vision and 3.5°(1.62 logMAR) for NV subjects at 10°in the lower visual field. These print sizes were adopted because they were approximately twice the CPS in central and peripheral vision in NV subjects in previous studies (Cheung, 2005; Chung, Legge, & Cheung, 2004) . Standard letter spacing for the Courier font, in which center-to-center separation of adjacent letters was 1.16 times the width of the lowercase x, was used. At least five different exposure times were tested. Subjects with central scotomas were instructed to use their PRL and those without scotomas (including those with NV) used their central vision to fixate the mid point between two vertically displayed fixation dots (Fig. 1) .
Fixation stability was monitored with a method similar to Seiple et al. (2001) . We used a Logitech QuickCam Ò Pro 5000 (with high quality sensor to capture and record images of 640 · 480 pixels at a frame rate of 30 Hz). Measurement among NV subjects showed that saccades of 1°, 2°and 3°resulted in 0.30, 0.50 and 0.70 cm physical movement on the monitor, respectively. A second experimenter could reliably detect 2°sac-cades, and less reliably 1°saccades. Trials were rejected when movement of the pupil's image during a trial was observed (estimated accuracy of 2°or better). This sensitivity is sufficient to reject trials with eye movements made between letters (average character size of stimuli was 1.83 ± 1.4°) within a trial. In this study, the trial exclusion rate was 7.3% (range from 0% to 17.5% across MD subjects).
Subjects reported aloud all 3 letters of the trigram from left to right and the experimenter typed the letters into the computer. A letter was counted as correct only if it was identified correctly in the correct order. The accuracies for the three letter positions were separately scored. Psychometric functions with cumulative Gaussian fits (Wichmann & Hill, 2001a; Wichmann & Hill, 2001b) were constructed from plots of central letter-recognition accuracy as a function of exposure duration (refer to Fig. 2 ). Temporal threshold was defined as the presentation duration yielding 80% correct for the central letter of the trigram derived from the cumulative Gaussian fit. Due to the refresh rate of the video display, the minimum exposure duration was 13 ms. Individual temporal thresholds were determined based on a total of 40 trials per duration. The extent of the PRL could not be estimated for Sub 4 because no physiological blind was mapped due to large right scotoma.
Reading assessment
RSVP reading speed was measured at 40 cm (or a fixed shorter distance when needed) with appropriate refractive correction. Individual words of a sentence were presented sequentially, left-justified at the same location on a monitor for fixed exposure durations. The RSVP sentences were prepared by Chung et al. (1998) and contained no punctuation other than a period. Each sentence was randomly selected from a pool of 2658 sentences with 8-14 words (mean of 11 ± 1.7 words) and a mean word length of 3.94 letters. Words were rendered in lower case Courier font and presented as black letters on a white background with contrast of 90% and background luminance of 100 cd/m 2 . Prior to each reading trial, a row of letters x's was displayed at the testing location as a pre-mask and location cue. When the subjects pressed the button to initiate the test, individual words of the sentence were presented. After presenting the last word of the sentence, a row of x's was displayed again as a post-mask. Subjects read the sentence aloud and the experimenter recorded the number of words read correctly. A word was scored as being read accurately when the subject said the correct word, irrespective of the order in the sentence. Psychometric functions of accuracy (percent of words read correctly) as a function of five RSVP exposure durations were plotted and fitted with the cumulative Gaussian function (Wichmann & Hill, 2001a , 2001b . The criterion exposure duration was defined as the RSVP exposure time yielding 80% of words identified correctly. Each psychometric function was based on data from 25 sentences and the criterion exposure duration was converted into reading speed in words per minute.
RSVP reading speed was measured for at least five print sizes, with the range determined by the MNREAD CPS. We used a multilevel non-linear mixed effects model (Cheung, Kallie, Legge, & Cheong, 2007; Kallie, Cheung, Legge, Owsley, & McGwin, 2005; Pinheiro & Bates, 2000) (NLME) to find exponential fits for reading speed vs. print size, and to estimate the reading parameters-CPS and maximum reading speed (Appendix A). Examples of these fits are shown in Fig. 3 (to be discussed in Section 3). Both maximum reading speed and CPS were estimated from the NLME model. CPS was defined as the smallest print size yielding 80% of the maximum reading speed.
Data analysis
SPSS (version 13), Matlab (version 7) including the psignifit toolbox (version 2.5.6) (Pelli, 1997) and R (version 2.1.0) were used in the data analyses. Temporal thresholds and maximum RSVP reading speeds were log-transformed so that their frequency distributions were not significantly different from normal distributions, confirmed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness of Fit test (p > 0.05). Unpaired t-tests were performed to compare the temporal thresholds and reading speeds between the NV and MD Fig. 1 . Stimulus for measuring temporal thresholds for letter recognition. In a trial, a string of three randomly selected letters (trigrams) was displayed in a horizontal configuration for a designated exposure time. Subjects used either their preferred retinal locus (for those with scotomas) or central vision (for those without scotomas including normal vision subjects) to fixate at the mid point between the two vertically displayed green dots (shown as grey in this figure) and reported the 3 letters from left to right. A letter was counted as correct only if it was identified correctly in the correct order. Except where specified otherwise, data in this paper refer to recognition accuracy for the middle letter. Fig. 2 . Letter-recognition accuracy as a function of exposure duration fitted by psychometric functions for MD subjects. Letter-recognition accuracy for the middle letter in trigrams as a function of exposure duration (log ms) is plotted for individual MD subjects. With the exception of Sub 11, psychometric functions were used to estimate the temporal threshold (represented by the vertical dash line) defined as the duration to achieve 0.8 proportion correct (represented by the horizontal dash line).
groups. Parametric correlations for the MD subjects were performed to investigate the relationship between temporal threshold and reading and a probability of less than 0.05 was used to indicate statistical significance.
Results
Temporal thresholds in normal and low vision
NV subjects exceeded 80% correct letter recognition for targets in central vision at the shortest exposure time of 13 ms (one video frame at the 75 Hz frame rate). Accordingly, 13 ms represents an upper-bound on the temporal thresholds for the NV subjects. For testing at 10°in the lower visual field, the temporal thresholds of the NV subjects increased to 97.0 ± 34.2 ms (range from 60.4 to 129.9 ms).
Psychometric functions of letter accuracy as a function of exposure duration for the central letter position of trigrams are plotted for all MD subjects in Fig. 2 . With the exception of Sub 11, letter-recognition accuracy increased monotonically as duration increased, showing strong temporal dependence. As indicated in Fig. 2 , we defined temporal threshold as the duration at which the psychometric functions crossed 80% correct (shown by the vertical lines). Because Sub 11's data points were all above 80%, a reliable threshold estimate was not available. Therefore this subject was excluded from subsequent analyses. The remaining 14 MD subjects had temporal thresholds of 159-5881 ms (mean of 1337.4 ± 1560.0 ms; median of 714.7 ms), which substantially exceeded the mean NV temporal thresholds of no more than 13 ms (central vision).
It would be informative to know how temporal thresholds for the left and right letters of trigrams compare with the temporal thresholds for the central letter. Two factors compromised our ability to estimate these thresholds. First, we selected the range of exposure durations to bracket 80% correct for the central letter, and this range of exposures was sometimes too long or too short for adequate psychometric functions for the left and right letters. Second, for some of our MD subjects, 4 their PRL was adjacent to a scotoma so performance for either the left or right letter was too poor to estimate a temporal threshold. We were able to estimate temporal thresholds for both left and right letter positions for a subset of five of our MD subjects. For this subset, the temporal thresholds for the left, central and right letters were 410 ± 91 ms, 444 ± 22 ms and 456 ± 106 ms, respectively. The variation in temporal threshold across letter positions was not statistically significant (F 2,12 = 0.53, p = 0.60). In an additional analysis, we compared the overall mean percent correct for the left, center and right letters, across all exposure durations and all 14 MD subjects. Although a higher proportion correct was found for the left letter (0.74 ± 0.18) than the central (0.64 ± 0.10) and right letter (0.56 ± 0.27), the difference was not statistically significant (F 2,39 = 2.97, p = 0.07). These analyses did not reveal clear evidence for differences in temporal thresholds across letter position within the trigrams.
Eleven of our 14 MD subjects used an eccentric PRL, which ranged from 3°to 12°away from the fovea (Table  1) . Three others used central fixation; Sub 12 and Sub 13 did not have dense scotomas as measured with the tangent screen, and Sub 1 had a ring scotoma with intact central vision. Their temporal thresholds were 557, 505 and 548 ms, respectively, much longer than the temporal thresholds in normal central vision (<13 ms). The mean temporal threshold of the 11 MD subjects with eccentric PRLs (1555.8 ± 1708.4 ms) was much longer than the mean temporal threshold at 10°in the lower visual field of our five normal subjects (97.0 ± 34.2 ms, t = 2.83, df = 10, p = 0.001, Table 2 ).
The longer temporal thresholds among the MD subjects was strongly correlated with vision loss reflected by distance visual acuity (r = 0.65, p = 0.01), contrast sensitivity (r = À0.67, p = 0.009) and reading acuity (r = 0.70, p = 0.005). Consistent with the distribution of PRL locations previously reported (Fletcher & Schuchard, 1997; Schuchard, Naseer, & de Castro, 1999) , nine of the 11 MD subjects with eccentric fixation adopted PRLs below and/or to the left of their scotomas in the visual field ( Table  1 ). The temporal threshold in MD was strongly correlated with scotoma size (in steradians) (r = 0.80, p = 0.001), and marginally correlated with the coarsely estimated eccentricity of the PRL (r = 0.55, p = 0.05). b The temporal threshold could not be determined for normal vision subjects in central vision because of the limitation of the refresh rate of CRT monitor (76 Hz). The minimum duration for each presentation was 13 ms (=1 frame) in which the normal vision subjects could already achieve at least 80% accuracy.
c The peripheral temporal threshold at 10°inferior field was measured for four of the five normal vision subjects because Sub 21 was not willing to attend an extra visit. Fig. 3 shows plots of RSVP reading speed as a function of print size for the MD subjects with solid curves showing the NLME fits to the data. The corresponding reading parameters derived from the curves are summarized in Table 2 . As expected, the age-matched control group with mean maximum reading speed of 353.6 ± 61.1 wpm (2.54 ± 0.07 log wpm) read significantly faster than the MD group with 130.5 ± 80.0 wpm (2.04 ± 0.27 log wpm, t = 3.68, df = 18, p = 0.002).
Relationship between temporal threshold and reading speed in MD
We used non-parametric statistical methods-bootstrap (Efron, 1979 (Efron, , 1981 with 10,000 resamplings and the randomized permutation test (Fisher, 1935) with 10,000 permutations-to examine the relationship between reading speed and temporal thresholds without the need to make normality assumptions. Log reading speed was significantly and negatively correlated with log temporal thresholds (r = À0.55, p bootstrap < 0.05 [or 95% BC a confidence interval = (À0.78, À0.18)], Fig. 4a ), indicating that the MD subjects with faster processing speed (shorter temporal thresholds) read faster. Individual temporal thresholds explained 30% of the variance of the maximum reading speed in MD subjects. As an additional check, we divided the subjects into fast (N = 7) and slow (N = 7) readers using 2.0 log wpm as the dividing point. Although the correlations between log reading speed and log temporal threshold were not statistically significant within these subgroups, we found that fast MD readers had significantly shorter temporal thresholds than slow readers (observed difference = 0.55 log ms, p perm = 0.008). There was an outlier (Sub 1) in Fig. 4a , who required much shorter exposure time for letter recognition (548 ms) than for RSVP reading (1170 ms per word). This subject was unusual in having a large ring scotoma with a central island of only 3-4 letter widths at her CPS. When we excluded this outlier from the regression model, 40% of the variance in RSVP reading speed was explained by the temporal threshold (r = À0.63, p bootstrap < 0.05 [or 95% BC a confidence interval = (À0.84, À0.26)]).
Criterion effect
Since temporal thresholds and reading speeds were defined as the points corresponding to 80%-correct on the psychometric functions, our results might depend on the choice of criterion. Previously, Chung et al. (1998) , using a very similar method to measure RSVP reading speeds, showed that the major characteristics of reading speedvs-print size curves in central and peripheral vision were not affected by the choice of criterion level. We reanalyzed our data using criteria of 50%, 60%, 70% and 90%-correct for both the temporal thresholds for letter recognition and proportion correct defining RSVP reading speed. Regardless of the criterion used, the major qualitative findings remained the same, i.e. temporal thresholds required by the MD subjects were much longer than those required by the NV subjects in central and peripheral vision, and the MD reading speeds were substantially slower than the reading speeds in normal vision. The correlation between temporal threshold and reading speed decreased for lower criterion levels, possibly because the data values were noisier on the lower limbs of the psychometric functions. We adopted 80% as the criterion level for our analyses because (1) this value represents a compromise between the use of an unduly low performance level and a higher performance level limited by ceiling effects; and (2) this criterion is the level used in several previous studies of RSVP reading speed (e.g., Chung, 2002; Chung et al., 1998; Legge et al., 2001) , facilitating comparisons across studies. 
Discussion
Why is pattern processing slower in MD vision?
It is well known that processing speed of letter recognition measured by either letter identification accuracy with varied exposure durations (Fine, 2004) , or reaction time (Babkoff et al., 1985; Williams & Lefton, 1982) in normal peripheral vision is significantly slower than central vision. Our findings confirm these prior observations by showing that letter recognition in the trigram task is substantially slower in normal peripheral vision (10°inferior field) than in central vision.
We make three comparisons between the MD temporal thresholds and the temporal thresholds of our NV subjects. First, our small group of three MD subjects with central fixation had much longer temporal thresholds (mean = 537 ms) than the normal temporal thresholds in central vision (<13 ms). Second, the group of 11 MD subjects with eccentric fixation had much longer temporal thresholds (mean = 1556 ms) than the temporal thresholds in normal central vision. This is not surprising because these 11 subjects used their peripheral vision (ranging from approximately 3°to 12°from the fovea) for letter recognition, and normal peripheral vision at 10°eccentricity has longer temporal thresholds than normal central vision. Third, the temporal thresholds for the 11 MD subjects with eccentric fixation were much longer than the normal temporal thresholds at 10°. In short, the normal decline in temporal processing speed from foveal vision to 10°peripheral vision vastly underestimates the long temporal thresholds for letter recognition exhibited by our MD subjects.
It is possible that the MD subjects used different PRLs in the tangent-screen test of visual fields, and in the temporal threshold and reading tests. If the PRL used in the letter recognition and reading tests were far into peripheral vision, longer temporal thresholds might be due to the greater eccentricity. We think this is highly unlikely because previous research has shown that PRLs are almost invariably found near the boundaries of scotomas (for a review, see , and the scotomas of our MD subjects rarely exceeded 10°eccentricity. Moreover, the proportion of MD subjects who make use of multiple scotomas is thought to be low ($15%) (Deruaz, Whatham, Mermoud, & Safran, 2002; Guez, Le Gargasson, Rigaudiere, & O'Regan, 1993; Lei & Schuchard, 1997; Sunness, Applegate, Haselwood, & Rubin, 1996) .
Our finding that the MD temporal thresholds were much longer than the NV thresholds at both central and peripheral locations implies that some additional mechanisms such as concomitant retinal pathology, fixation instability or crowding, must be invoked to explain slower temporal processing in the MD subjects. We will now briefly review each of these possibilities.
Retinal pathology associated with MD in the PRL may contribute to an additional loss of processing speed. Curcio and colleagues (2000) reported that the deterioration of rod function in peripheral retina among people with age-related MD was significantly greater than for age-matched normally sighted people. Despite remaining central visual function in early stages of MD, cone-adaptational kinetics is impaired (Phipps, Guymer, & Vingrys, 2003) with significant reductions in photopic and scotopic light sensitivity Scholl, Bellmann, Dandekar, Bird, & Fitzke, 2004) . Such concomitant deterioration of the retina might result in sparser or distorted sampling of letters in the retinal image. Recent work on simulated retinal implants (Sommerhalder et al., 2003) and the earlier work of and on matrix sampling of text both reveal that sparse sampling of text below a critical sampling density can result in a slow-down in reading.
It has been observed that fixation stability for MD patients is significantly impaired (Crossland et al., 2004; Culham, Fitzke, Timberlake, & Marshall, 1993; Schuchard & Fletcher, 1994) . The impaired fixation stability, measured in terms of the size of bivariate contour ellipses representing the spatial distribution of fixations, was significantly correlated with reading speed (Crossland et al., 2004) , i.e. the poorer the fixation stability, the slower the reading. The relationship between fixation stability and reading was supported by a recent study (Falkenberg, Rubin, & Bex, 2007) examining reading speed in the presence of spatially jittered text in normal peripheral retina to simulate the fixation instability in MD patients. The correlation between either stimulus jitter or fixation instability and reading speed raises the possibility that the long temporal thresholds for letter recognition required by our MD subjects might be related to their poor fixation stability. However, Falkenberg et al. (2007) showed that measures of peripheral letter acuity and crowding, unlike reading speed, were not affected by stimulus jitter. It remains possible that temporal thresholds for letter recognition in peripheral vision might be prolonged by stimulus jitter, even if acuity thresholds are not affected.
We also note that, Whittaker et al. (1988) have challenged the idea that fixational jitter in MD subjects has functional consequences for reading. They argued that the characteristics of fixation instability measured in their MD subjects were unlikely to have major functional impact. Deruaz et al. (2004) argued that fixation instability at the PRL actually provides functional benefit in overcoming the perceptual fading of peripheral targets during stable fixation. However, their result was based on normally sighted subjects rather than MD patients. These conflicting findings indicate that the impact of fixation instability on MD reading and letter-recognition remains an open question.
Crowding is well known to influence letter recognition in peripheral vision (Bouma, 1970; Jacobs, 1979; Latham & Whitaker, 1996; Strasburger et al., 1991) . To the extent that crowding was a factor in our trigram letter-recognition task, which we doubt (see the next paragraph), prolonged stimulus exposures might have played a role in reducing the effect of crowding. Fine (2004) examined the relation between inter-letter spacing and stimulus exposure duration on letter recognition in normal peripheral vision (10°r ight or left of the fovea). Her results showed that the impact of crowding on letter recognition in peripheral vision decreased with longer stimulus exposure. It is therefore plausible that slower processing in peripheral vision could be associated with a release from crowding, but it is not clear how this could account for the difference in temporal thresholds between normal peripheral vision and the much longer thresholds in our MD subjects.
We doubt that crowding had much effect on our MD temporal thresholds. As reported in Section 3, we did not find evidence that temporal processing of the central letter of trigrams was substantially slower or less reliable than the left and right flanking letters. The absence of crowding is probably explained by the choice of character size. We scaled character size to be twice the critical print size. Pelli et al. (in press ) have recently argued persuasively, on both theoretical and empirical grounds, that critical print size for reading is determined by the center-tocenter letter spacing for crowding; for letters larger than the critical print size, the spacing between adjacent letters exceeds the spacing for which crowding occurs. According to Pelli et al.'s analysis, it is the spacing between letters that is critical to determining whether crowding occurs, and not the size of the letters. For our trigram stimuli, the scaling of character size ensured that letter spacing exceeded the stimulus spacing for crowding. The Pelli et al.'s analysis was for normal peripheral vision, rather than for macular degeneration. But, as indicated above, our empirical results imply that crowding was not a major factor influencing letter recognition in the trigram task for our MD subjects.
We conclude that the abnormally long temporal thresholds for letter recognition in MD are probably not due to crowding. It remains unclear whether these deficits are due to distortions of image sampling related to concomitant pathology in peripheral retina, to fixation instability, or a combination of the two.
How are temporal thresholds for letter recognition related to reading speed?
A possible explanation for the correlation between temporal thresholds and reading speed is that the threshold exposure time for letter recognition is a limiting factor that directly determines the threshold exposure time for RSVP reading speed. In the simplest case, we would expect to find quantitative agreement between the temporal thresholds for letter recognition and the word-exposure times determining RSVP reading speeds. Supporting this view, the two temporal measures did not show a statistically significant difference across our 14 MD subjects (p perm = 0.09). However, the lack of statistical significance is only weak evidence for equivalence because of the small sample size and variability in the data. To further explore this issue, Fig. 4b replots the data of Fig. 4a as a scatter plot of word exposure times in RSVP reading and temporal thresholds. If there is equality between these two temporal measures, we would expect to find the data points to lie along the equality line. Fig. 4b shows that most of the data points lie near or below the equality line, indicating that the temporal thresholds for letter recognition are longer than the word-exposure times for the majority of the MD subjects. The difference averaged 17%, and indicates that factors in addition to the temporal threshold for letter recognition influence RSVP reading speed in many of our MD readers. We briefly consider two factors that could account for the slightly faster RSVP reading speed than would be predicted from our temporal thresholds for letter recognition.
First, the visibility of a target letter within a string of characters depends on both the letter position within the string and the location of fixation within the string. Stevens and Grainger (2003) have reviewed prior findings and presented parametric data on the visibility of letters in 5-and 7-character strings. They found that, combining across fixation positions, initial and final letters are recognized more accurately than interior letters for a given exposure time. But the details of the profile of letter-recognition accuracy depend on the point of fixation. For instance, for fixation on the central letter in a 7-character string, recognition accuracy is higher for the fixated letter and the initial and final letters and lower for letter positions 2, 3, 5 and 6 (a W-shaped profile of accuracy vs. letter position). Given this pattern, the first, fourth and seventh letters would be expected to reach temporal threshold first producing a pattern such as m --e --l. A puzzle solver might recognize that the only possible English word is mineral, but in RSVP reading it is likely that recognition would be limited by the extra tens of milliseconds required for the letters in positions, 2, 3, 5 and 6 to reach their longer temporal thresholds. On the other hand, for fixation on the leading letter of a 7-character string, accuracy is highest for the leading letter, with a gradient of decreasing accuracy for later letters in the string, with an upturn in accuracy for the final letter. These findings make clear that not all letters in longer words are recognized with equal accuracy or equal speed. The point here is that a single temporal threshold measurement for the central letter of a trigram will not capture the detailed temporal dependencies of letter recognition across words of different lengths under different fixation conditions. Second, it is known that the use of sentence context, and/ or lexical inference enhances reading speed in both normal and low vision (Chung et al., 1998; Sass, Legge, & Lee, 2006) . Sass et al. (2006) measured context effects in subjects with low vision. They reported that reading speeds for continuous text were approximately 50% faster than for ''sentences'' with scrambled word order. In our present study, context probably facilitated reading speed for our MD subjects and contributed to the faster recognition times for words compared with letters in Fig. 4b .
While the foregoing paragraphs make clear that factors other than the temporal threshold for a fixated letter in a trigram influence reading speed, we believe that such temporal thresholds provide a marker for pattern processing speed that is closely linked to reading speed. The significant correlation between temporal thresholds and reading speeds in our MD subjects, and the near match between their threshold times for letter recognition and word-exposure times for RSVP reading, support this view.
Clinical implications of slow temporal processing in low vision
Our results show that the MD subjects required much longer exposure duration for accurate letter recognition. This being the case, we might expect to observe extra-long fixations in MD reading. However, eye movement studies reveal that people with MD do not increase fixation duration in reading (Bullimore & Bailey, 1995; Crossland & Rubin, 2006) . Instead they reduce the size of forward saccades (Bullimore & Bailey, 1995; Rumney & Leat, 1994) , make more fixations (Rubin & Turano, 1994) and more regressive saccades (Bullimore & Bailey, 1995; Rumney & Leat, 1994) during reading. Paradoxically, our evidence for elevated temporal thresholds in MD implies that lengthening fixations might actually result in more accurate word recognition and ultimately faster reading. It raises an interesting possibility: would MD subjects improve their reading performance if they were trained to use longer fixations?
Conclusions
People with MD have substantially slower pattern processing speed and require longer exposure durations to recognize letters and words. The slower processing is more pronounced than would be expected from the slower processing of letters in normal peripheral vision. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that slower visual processing of letter recognition is one of the factors limiting reading speed in MD subjects. Additional factors limiting MD reading speed may include deficits in peripheral retinal function outside the central scotoma, and fixation instability.
In a forthcoming manuscript, we will explore the influence of spatial factors on MD reading speed by analyzing the size and shape of visual-span profiles in subjects with MD (Cheong, Legge, Lawrence, Cheung, & Ruff, 2007) . We will consider the joint effects on MD reading speed of slower pattern processing and reduced visual span in peripheral vision.
